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First Congregational Church of Winchester, UCC 
Second Sunday of Easter, Earth Communion Sunday (in honor of Earth Day) 
Sunday, May 1, 2022 
 
Rev. Dr. Jessica McArdle 
 
Title:  The Outpouring of God 
 
Scripture: Text: John 4:3, 4-26 and Jeremiah 2:1-3a, 7, 13  
 
 

 
 
 
Lead-in to beginning of sermon: When Jesus spoke of himself as Living Water, he re-framed 

an understanding of Watershed as an image of God.    Water (and all of creation) is a not a 

possession but attests to the Outpouring of God. 

Opening Prayer: Will you pray with me?  Creator God, may the words of my mouth and the 

meditation of all our hearts, always be acceptable in your sight, our strength and our redeemer.  

Amen. 
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In New Zealand, there a vast river stretching from the northern slopes of an active volcano, that 

flows through rough and bush-clad country, past small settlements before reaching the coastline.  

Called, the Whanganui River, it is the third-largest in New Zealand.  Particularly remarkable 

is that in 2017 the Whanganui was granted personhood status.  This designation means that from 

the mountains to the sea, the river is recognized as an “indivisible and living whole.”   When 

speaking of the river as an indivisible, life-giving entity, the Maori indigenous people are known 

to say, “What’s more absurd?   To perceive a river as a single, holistic entity from where its 

formed and out to sea, OR insisting that the rational thing to do is to divide the river up.” 

 

To be granted personhood status, however, wasn’t a poetic or sentimental attribution given to 

this body of water.   Instead, it emerged after centuries of struggle amongst the peoples of the 

Maori Tribe.   An indigenous tribe who resisted attempts by European colonists to commodify 

this most precious natural resource.   Water is not only precious.  Water is not only sacred.  

Water has kinship.   For whatever harms the river also harms the tribe.   For the indigenous 

people in New Zealand, in the Americas and elsewhere understand a fact about the nature of 

water that directly contradicts systems of boundaries that are placed on rivers and streams and 

larger bodies of water.    

 

In light of the wisdom of Indigenous peoples, and as sung for this morning’s prelude, a 

watershed is an entire river system – an area drained by a river and its tributaries.     

 

 
While we’re inclined to view a river or pond or lake as separate – in contrast watersheds teach us 

that water itself directly contradicts the boundaries we or others may place upon it.   Some refer 
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to this as a dimension of Gaia where the whole earth is one interrelated and interdependent 

system.   As shown in this diagram, watershed, like God’s Creation, hinges on everything being 

connected – the generous Outpouring of God.    

 

 
 

In today’s scripture, it is written that Jesus HAD to go through Samaria in order to get to the 

well-established Jewish settlement of Galilee.    Back then, Samaria was to an upstanding Jew as 

swamp skunk cabbage is to a fragrant rose lover.   Though Samaritans and Jews were distantly 

related (at least centuries before), they were completely at odds with each other given disparities 

in worship and whom they had intermarried with.    

 

So, imagine this scenario.   It is during the heat of the day.  The hour is high noon.   Sending his 

disciples off to the nearest town to get some food, Jesus plops down exhausted on a plot of land 

that had originally belonged to a Jewish patriarch, which also includes a well.   Since it is during 

heat of the day, no one else is around save for one woman.  A Samaritan woman whose 

reputation is so sullied that the only time she dares to draw water is when no one else is around.    

 

That’s when Jesus asks her to draw water and give him a drink.   While it’s bad enough that she 

is alone with a man and stranger AND that he, a Jewish man, not only speaks directly to her but 

dares to look directly into her eyes, unnerves her.    

So, this astonished Samaritan woman, manages to say, ‘How is it that you, a Jew (what she really 

means is Jewish male), asks a drink of me, a woman of Samaria?’ And then Jesus, in his typical 

enigmatic way, says, ‘ “If you knew the generosity of God and who I am, you would be 

asking me for a drink, and I would give you fresh, living water.”   
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The Franciscan author and teacher, Richard Rohr, when speaking of this passage observes that in 

the early church this section from the Gospel of John was used to prepare new candidates for 

baptism.   But he also challenges us as hearers to view this story with fresh eyes, for it is not just 

multi-leveled, it is also deeply interconnected.   For this passage reflects a problem, a problem 

that is also mirrored in the world.   

 
 

For this passage from the Gospel of John – addresses four obstacles that deny and/or resist the 

Outpouring of God’s generosity: One: Water reduced to a commodity, rather than upholding it as 

the gift from God that it is; Two: the fracturing of relationships that cause so much suffering 

(such as war, exploitation and alienation) in our world and within creation itself; Three: the 

notion that religion is meant to be exclusive or worse yet, privatized and Four: God’s very self is 

seen as apart from all creation and ceases to be the sacred and wondrous entity that it is.   

 

In his book, Gonna Trouble the Water, author and editor, Miguel De La Torre, tells this story:
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Back in 1868, John Wesley Iliff for whom a school of theology is named, had vast holdings in 

the area of the Rocky Mountains of Colorado.    But Iliff did not own the land outright, though 

thousands of heads of his cattle grazed on it.   No, what Iliff owned was water rights, which gave 

him a monopoly on water.  No one could ranch or farm without purchasing water directly from 

him.   By commodifying and thereby controlling who had access to water, the land that the bison 

had once grazed on and for whom the indigenous people looked to for sustenance, led to the 

demise not only of the bison but devastated the lives of those who had depended on them.     

 

But as far as Iliff was concerned, his vast holdings and power was evidence not of his 

culpability, not of his greed and lack of consciousness, but evidence of God’s blessing.    

 

So there a problem as reflected in today’s reading and in our world, and it is this: today’s 

scripture mirrors that when we limit God as one who only dispenses individual blessings (upon 

the most deserving I might add) when we fail to see the interconnectedness within all of Creation 

and humankind, we’re engaging in the practice that the late theologian, Gabe Fackre, referred to 

as reductionism.   A fallacy that fails to see the intrinsic interconnectedness not only of creation 

but in particular, systemic issues that are gravely impacting humankind and all of God’s 

Creation.   

 

Because if you can argue that polluting a stream bed upstream isn’t going to affect the health of 

those living downstream – or that the drought in the Pacific Northwest has nothing to do with 

driving up the prices of produce – or that our dependency on fossil fuels isn’t related to 

egregious economic inequality, then it is far easier to dictate a false but dominant narrative that 

particularly harms those on the margins.    Reductionism affords the means to attribute ill-gotten 

wealth as a sign of God’s blessing – rather than seeing it as the malignancy that it is.    

 

The ancient mystic, Julianne of Norwich, who herself lived during the Black Plague and a 

peasant’s revolt, speaks of sin as being totally at odds with reality.  When greed or a lack of 

consciousness is at play, then it isn’t just that humans are in opposition to God, they are in 

opposition to reality itself.   Sin has nothing to do with being realistic or facing the facts.  On the 

contrary, sin is in opposition to the facts.    

Could it be that the words from the prophet Jeremiah, “...[M]y people have committed two 

[sins]: they have forsaken me, the fountain of living water, and dug out cisterns for themselves, 

cracked cisterns that can hold no water,” warns that to abandon God’s mandate for well-being so 
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as to engage in the illicit practice of hoarding, leads to “cracked cisterns that can hold no water.”  

Cracked cisterns that mirror ecological devastation, drought, disease, hunger and the demise of 

all creation.     

There is a remarkable story about the courageous liberator who was once herself a slave, Harriet 

Tubman.   It was Tubman’s embrace of water as a means not only of sustenance but for her, 

water meant liberation.    

 

 
 

For Tubman, water was life.  Water was life giving.  Once and when trying to get a group of 

fleeing slaves across a large stream of unknown depth AND recognizing that none of her charges 

would cross unless she did – she stepped into the water and continued forward.  She continued 

forward as the water went from her knees, up to her hips, and continued until it reached her 

shoulders.   But then it stopped, and she emerged on the other side.   Only then, did the others 

dare to cross.    

 

What if embedded in today’s reading is God’s response to the problems mirrored in the world 

itself?   What if we perceived water as sacred?   What if this living water, compelled us to 

rethink and renew our relationships with all others and creation itself?   What if in the sacrament 

of communion itself – the bread and the cup together represent the very elements of the universe, 

an incarnate presence that is made available to all?   What if the one who said to the Samaritan 

woman, “I am the Christ, the one speaking to you now,” was as close to us as our own breath?  

What then? 

 

Katherine Hayhoe, a climate scientist AND evangelical who teaches at a university in Houston, 

emphasizes that she speaks and writes and advocates for environmental justice BECAUSE she is 
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a Christian NOT in spite of it.   In other words, she refuses to compartmentalize her faith, or 

perceive faith as an individual or personal matter.  She refuses to buy into the notion that eternal 

life is some kind of evacuation plan, where the “saved” are jettisoned off the face of the planet 

and carried off to some distant realm.    

 

And she can state this emphatically because she knows that eternal life is as much a present 

reality as it is a future one.   God is still speaking.   We are not abandoned.   We are not forsaken.    

God is with us. 

When the Samaritan woman said to Jesus, “I know that Messiah is coming’ (who is called 

Christ). ‘When he comes, he will proclaim all things to us.’ Jesus then said to her, ‘I am he,* the 

one who is speaking to you.’ 

In New Zealand, the Whanganui River offers an image of what it means to perceive Watershed 

as an image of God, the very Outpouring of God.   

 

Hope for our world comes from this disclosure, where Christ is revealed in the struggle, saying 

to each of us, “I am the risen One, the One speaking to you.”    

Imagine if we professed Earth as the living embodiment of the Universal Christ, God’s Body.  It 

isn’t just about God’s self – it is about us too.  We too can take part in the generous Outpouring 

of God.    
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